Stochastic Event Timing is a fundamental issue in developing both analytic and simulation models for stochastic systems. Generalized Erlang distributions are quite useful for generating those random events in a quite general way by inserting intermediary states with markovian jumps. One very important and celebrated generalization of the Erlang distribution was made by D. R. Cox in the middle 50's. This paper discuss further the Cox generalization and presents an even more general topology, capable of representing any practical distribution. As an application, we revisit the classical problem of the first two moments matching, and derive minimal topologies in terms of number of states, then the results are compared with those found in literature. At the end of the paper, we show how the generalized structure can be use for timing general stochastic discrete-event models for analytic and simulation purposes.
Introduction
Analytic and computer simulation models are well known ways of evaluating performance of Stochastic Timed Discrete-Event Systems, as well as Stochastic Hybrid Systems [10] . Exponential distribution is important for timing events in such structures. One of remarkable feature of this distribution is the fact that it allows us to construct Markovian models for stochastic process, which can be manipulated analytically with a low computer cost. It is attractive even for Monte Carlo simulation due to its simplicity to be generated from a uniform distribution.
In addition, we can use exponential distribution to represent other more complex distributions by spliting a lifetime of an event into phases, being the a queue network system) has a probability p 0 of death (or, in practice, negligible service time) and a probability 1 − p 0 of entering the first stage; once in the first stage, it must spend T 1 time units exponentially distribute with rate λ 1 ; after completing this time, it has a probability p 1 of death and a probability 1 − p 1 of entering into the second stage, and so on. The process repeat till the state N is reached. As a result, the Laplace transform of the resulting pdf is given by:
for which q 0 = p 0 and q j = p j j−1 k=0 (1 − p k ) for j ∈ {1, . . . N }, with a convention that p N = 1.
In the following, we further investigate Cox Distribution Topology. The objectives are two fold: first we present an even more general distribution topology able to generate, for instance, any practical distributions; from this general distribution we derive minimal topologies enabling us to exactly match the first and second moments (e.g. mean and variance). Then we compare the results with those presented in the literature. First of all let us recall that Cox topol- ogy, depicted in Figure1, can be seen as grid composed by branches, which in turn is compose by a sequence of states. In fact, in [6] , the authors show that Cox topology can be reorganized equivalently as depicted Figure 2 , being q j the routing probabilities, and the time to jump to the following state exponentially distributed. This equivalent arrangement explicit even more the fact that Cox distribution is obtained by following a sequence of states, that's it, in order to access state j, we must mandatory visit all previous states 1, . . . , j − 1. This very interesting arrangement lead us to think that Cox structure can be made even more general, by considering independent branches with arbitrary number of states as show in Figure 3 . So let us explain this process a little bit more, now in terms of a service time: to generated a random service time that respect this distribution, which we call hereafter generalized Cox distribution, we first select randomly a branch j, j = 1, . . . m, with probability p j . Once a branch is selected, the process must follow its assigned sequence of states, considering that the events that cause the transition to the adjacent states are independent and exponentially generated. For instance, let's say that a branch j is selected with probability p j , then the process must "jump" sequentially from state 1 till L j , in order complete the service. The resulting distribution is really quite general. In fact, let us give an interpretation of this process in terms of a multi-class client-server system, for which we can consider different service times depending on the type of the client. In order to do this, we first consider that the jumping rate off state kj denoted as λ jk . So this general distribution can represent situations in which some clients are served with a negligible service time with a probability p 1 (in this case, L 1 = 1 and λ 11 → ∞, meaning, in practice, that the client pass directly through the server), other clients are served in a exponential basis with probability p 2 , others obey a quite more complex way service-time distribution with probability p 3 , etc.
In the sequel, we show that this generalization of the Cox distribution is really capable of representing more general distribution than the classical Cox distribution. 
Proof. To show that the presented topology , depicted Figure 3 , is really more general, lets us give an example of pdf that can be realized by this topology but not with the Cox arrangement. So we consider m = 2, L 1 = L 2 = 1, and simply denote λ 11 = λ 1 and λ 22 = λ 2 . This consideration lead us to the following Laplace transform:
using the fact that p 1 + p 2 = 1.
Comparing this function with those that we can synthesize by means of a Cox topology, we can see that the only possibility to achieve the complete matching, i.e. f c (s) = f g (s), is by trying to find routing probabilities, let's say q 1 and q 2 for a Classical Cox topology in which N = 2 and q 0 = 0. For this situation, we have:
As a consequence, the desired equality is only ensured if q 1 λ 1 = p 1 λ 1 + p 2 λ 2 , which in turn is only solvable if p 1 + p 2 λ2 λ1 ≤ 1. Obviously, this inequality cannot be always true: take for instance p 1 = p 2 = 0.5 and λ 2 = 2λ 1 .
Remark 1.
We have shown so far that the generalized topology depicted in Figure 3 is, in fact, even more general than the classical one. In fact, we can easily show that this distribution can represent any pdf whose Laplace transform have negative real poles. In this sense, they can be used to approximate any probability distribution with an arbitrary precision. The main advantage of such approximation is the fact that it allows us to derive analytic Markov models, with can be solved much more faster than Monte Carlo Simulation.
In the sequence, we exploit further this this topology by revisiting the classical problem of first two moments matching. We will show some new results concerning minimal achievable moments and minimal topologies.
Moment matching problem
After showing the previous generalization, let us further investigate the generalized topology in terms of moments matching. For a general pdf expressed as 2, we can show that:
So the k th moment of T g can be computed as:
in which f
is the k th derivative of f g (s) evaluated at s = 0. In this paper, we are particularly interested in revisiting the classical problem of first and second method (e.g. mean and variance) matching. Formally our problem can be stated as:
Find the minimum number of states of topology given in Figure 3 , as well as their jumping rates, ensuring that the resulting distribution has mean µ and variance σ 2 .
This is a well known problem in literature and we want to shed more light on it, as well as presenting new results. At the end of this paper we will make comparisons with the results found in literature.
Deducing the general expression for the moments using Equation 6 is a complicated and tedious task for general pdf's. However, for the first and second moments, we can exploit properties of our topology in order to simplify the deduction. In fact, the exponential distribution, with rate λ, has mean 1/λ and variance 1/λ 2 . So for a given branch j of the process depicted in the Figure 3 we have a sum of independent random variable exponentially distributed, which we denote by T j , whose mean and variance are respectively are given by:
in which λ jk is a jump rate off the state k in the branch j.
In order to properly write the equations, we denote hereafter x jk = 1/λ jk and T g the random variable that respect generalized Cox distribution, as depicted in Figure 3 .
Recalling that for any random variable, let's say X, E[
, we deduce that:
As as result,our problem consists in finding a solution for the following system of equations, while minimizing the total number of states (
Proposition 1. For a given generalized Cox distribution, as depicted in Figure  3 , the minimum value of E[T 
Proof. We look for a minimum value for E[T If an optimum solution exists, the Lagrange multipliers method lead us to the following equations:
whose γ is the Lagrange multiplier.
Without loss of generality, suppose that p j = 0, then optimal solution occurs when all x jk are given by γ 2(1+Lj ) . Therefore we can show that minimum value is such that:
As a consequence we can deduce that:
We can obtain an lower bound for this minimum solution by observing the following inequality:
. Therefore:
So far we have found a minimum value for the second moment for the Generalized Cox Topology 3, given the mean and the routing probabilities. We have as well establish an interesting lower bound, based on the number of states, given by Inequality 14.
Remark 2. We remark that the lower bound 14 was presented before using a completely different approach in [11] , as corollary of a more general result presented before in [3] . However in those papers, the authors do not concern in minimizing second moment, given the mean, as we did, and do not present a general expression for the minimum value as show in Equation 10.
Minimal Structures for First and Second Moment Matching
The result 14 ensures that the ratio variance /mean of the distribution (we recall thatV ar[T
2 ), can not be smaller than the one obtained for the longest branch. So hereafter we focus on what we can achieve by using just one branch with N states. The obtained distribution in this case is known as Hypoexponential (or generalized Erlang) distribution, and it is depicted in In this particular situation, the minimum value for the second moment, is given by Equation 10:
It is well known that this minimum value is achieve for a Erlang Distribuition,
N . So let us investigate more general situations in which this equality is not true. In this sense, our moment matching problem is simplified as solving the following pair of equation for a minimum N :
First, we must observe that triangular and internal product inequalities (CauchySchwartz Inequality) lead to:
As a result, provided that a solutions exists, they are all such that:
So the number of stages N must satisfies:
Since N is an integer, its smallest possible value is
Keeping in mind those observations, we present a solution for the system of equations 16. First we observe that if 
and
Proof. By denoting x j = y (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1) and x N = z, it is straightforward to check that :
which obviously ensure 16.
Corollary 1 (Erlang Solution). In particular, If
Proof. In this situation, we can verify that α N = 0, ensuring the claimed result.
Remark 3. We remark that the result given by Proposition 2 is the same as the one obtained by the Erlang Distribution if
If it is not the case, it is important to recall that Erlang distribution does not ensure the first two moments matching. However we prove that is still possible to achieve the matching by appropriately changing the rates of stages.
So far, we have established that if σ 2 ≤ µ 2 , the minimum number of states is given by N = µ 2 σ 2 , being the means between states provided by Proposition 2.
It remains to solve the cases for which if σ 2 is strictly greater than µ 2 . We address this problem by considering two states and two routing probability, as depicted in Figure 5 . This configuration, lead us to an Hyperexponential distribution. In fact, Equation 10 ensures that:
which is compatible with our aim to have E[T For this particular structure, the general system of equation 9 is reduced to:
Considering, without loss of generality that x 1 ≥ x 2 , we solve the system of equation. The obtained solutions are given by:
being 0 < p ≤ Remark 4. An interpretation of the resulting distribution for this topology, in terms of service time, is the following: with probability p, some clients are served with exponentially distributed service time with mean x 1 , while others are served with negligible service mean with probability (1 − p).
Complete Method Summary
• if σ 2 < µ 2 : N = µ 2 σ 2 1 2 N 1 λ j = x j = µ N − α N (N − 1) (1 ≤ j ≤ N − 1), 1 λ N = µ N + (N − 1)α N .(28)being α N = √ N σ 2 −µ 2 N . • if σ 2 ≥ µ 2 : 1 1-p p p = 2 1 + ( σ µ ) 2 , x 1 = µ ( σ µ ) 2 + 1 2 .
Comparison with other results
The so classical approaches to solve the model matching problem are presented in [24] and [21] . In [24] the authors presents two topologies which are particular cases of the general Cox distribution presented in Figure 3 : for σ 2 ≤ µ 2 , the resulting structure is not minimal since it uses the same number of states, but with the need of a routing probability after the first state; on the other hand if σ 2 > µ 2 , the topology is not minimal as well since it uses two states with means x 1 = µ 2p and x 2 = µ 2(1−p) , leading to a particular routing probability p =
. In [21] , a particular Cox topology is presented for solving the problem for any coefficient of variation. For the cases in which σ 2 < µ 2 , the resulting structure is the same as proposed by [24] ; if σ 2 > µ 2 , the structure presents two states with a routing probability after the first state, which is not minimal as well.
Application: Timing Sthocastic Discrete-Event Models
The generalized Cox distribution can be used for timing events in discreteevent system in a quite general way. If we are interested in developing analytic model, we can observe that the topology depicted in Figure 3 can be rewritten as continuous-time Markov chain as show in Figure 7 , whose states I and E represent respectively and event activation and E its effectively occurrence, being value λ an infinity (huge) rate introduced in order to simulate the routing mechanism. In practice, in order to have a good approximation this rate must be chosen much lager than the others present in the chain. So between states "S" and "E" we have inserted several intermediary states whose transitions operates with markovian jumps in such a way that the " big jump" between "S" and "E" respects the desired distribution. In practical situations, minimal topology can be derived by matching the mean and variance of the collected data as show in previous section.
On the other hand, if we are interested computer-simulation models, the generalized Cox distribution samples can be generated from uniform a distribution using the inverse transform method. Suppose that we want to generate a random event-time (for stochastic automata) or a random delay (for stochastic Petri nets), let's say T g . If this random variable is purely exponential with rate λ, it's well known that it can be generated from an uniform random variable U ∈ [0 1] as:
ensuring, obviously, that U = 0. If T g respects the generalized Cox-distribution, as depicted in Figure 3 , it can be generated by following simple steps:
• Sample M ∈ {1, . . . m} s.t. P [M = j] = p j ;
• Sample U k ∈ [0 1], ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . L M };
whose U k are uniformly distributed random variables in [0 1] such that U k = 0. In the same way as for analytic models, minimal topology can be derived by matching the mean and variance of the collected data as show in previous section.
Conclusion
With this paper we have expected to contribute to the fundamental problem of stochastic event timimg by means of markovian jumps, which has a direct impact on the developing analytic and simulation models for Stochastic Systems. To this end we have revisited the classical Cox topology and its equivalent representation, then we derive an even more general topology, capable of representing quite complex distributions. From this general distribution, we revisited and reformulated the problem of moments matching in quest of minimal topologies. First we have established an expression for the minimum value of the second moment, given the first one, as well as a lower bound for it. In the sequence, we have presented minimal structures for the first two moments matching problem, which are simpler than the ones found in literature. As quite direct application of the results, we show how to generate random events for stochastic discrete-event for analytic and simulation purposes. For future works, we suggest further investigation concerning higher order moments matching or other metrics concerning transfer function matching.
